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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 110 Publisher: Posts & Telecom Press
Pub. Date :2008-10-1. This book is a guide for beginners to grasp the Wubi typing the entry books.
The book describes in detail the Wubi typing beginner should master the basic knowledge and
practice typing some of the commonly used software. and beginners often used in the actual
problems encountered in the expert guidance. in order to avoid early scholars in the initial process
of detours. The book is divided into nine chapters. namely. a simple computer operations.
keyboard operations. input method introduced Wubi entry. Wubi encoding rules. Wubi advanced
settings and coding techniques. commonly used Wubi practice software. Word 2003 and Word in
the basic operation of the application of tables and charts and so on. This book comes with a well-
developed professional-grade multimedia CD-ROM. it uses full voice to explain. teaching scenes.
detailed graphics and real scenario demonstrates control. etc. in close connection with the
contents of the book the various points in-depth knowledge explanations. greatly expanded the
scope of the book of knowledge. While providing a CD-ROM contains...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional publication as well as the font employed was exciting to see. it was actually writtern extremely flawlessly and helpful. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dominic Collins-- Dominic Collins

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefan Von-- Stefan Von
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